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Abstract 
We introduce COB (Calculus of Object Bindings) which features objects with 
dynamically changing service offers, and which embodies a type discipline that 
guarantees that no object may experience an unexpected service request at 
run-time. COB is compliant with the ODP computational model: objects run 
in parallel and interact by exchanging messages. The originality of COB lies 
in the distinction that is made between two kinds of interfaces: public and 
private. A public interface can be known by (and thus can react to messages 
coming from) more than one object at a time. In contrast, the private inter
faces may be used only by pairs of objects, a client and a server, and their 
interaction is private without any possibility for other objects to disturb their 
"protocol" of interaction. Thus the services available on a private interface 
may change depending on the way the two partners have agreed to interact. 
This leads to a new interface typing system which handles dynamic service 
offers on interfaces. An equivalence, a compatibility and a subtyping relation 
are defined on interface types, inspired from the well known simulation and 
bisimulation relations. In spite of the non-uniform service availability on the 
(private) interfaces a safety theorem guarantees that, for well typed configu
rations, no "service not specified" errors occur at run-time. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

We define COB, a Calculus of Objects Binding which is compliant with the 
ODP Computational Model (see [Najm-Stefani, 1995]). The main contribu
tion brought by COB is a new type system which allows to safely compose 
objects having dynamically evolving interfaces. We consider collections of ob

jects running in parallel and communicating with each other by exchanging 
messages. Each object can be addressed by one of its interfaces. We intro
duce the notion of interface mode. The mode of an interface can be public 
or private. More than one object can have the reference of a public interface 
and so can invoke the services offered by this interface*. In contrast, a private 
interface can be known (invoked) only by one object at a time. The services 
available at a public interface are uniform: a service available once will al
ways be available in the future. In contrast, the set of processable messages 
at a private interface may change thus making a service that was previously 
processable possibly not available. 

The way of exchanging messages differs also when using a public or a private 
interface. The invocation of a public interface is asynchronous: the invoker 
creates a message that can be absorbed by the interface in a subsequent 
step. In contrast, the communication on a private interface is by rendez-vous 
between a sender and the receiver. ~ s 

·~ 
Key: 

--7 Client rule tlf privalc interface 

>-- Server rule nf private interface 

~ Client rule nf puhlic interface 

---1 h Server mlc uf puhlic interface 

Figure 1 An example of an object configuration in COB 

The invocation of a. public interface corresponds actually to the ODP im

plicit binding where the invoker is not related to the receiver by a binding 
object and thus emits an asynchronous message that may , in turn, interact 
with the remote receiver. In contrast, the private invocation models a syn

chronous interaction of an (basic) object with a co-located binding object. 
The communication between an object and a binding object is private by 
nature, the private interfaces of the COB typing system allows to express 
and to check this privacy. The COB communication paradigm corresponds to 
the ODP signal basic operation. The other operations (announcements and 

interrogations) can be written in term of signals. 
The non-uniform service availability (on the private interfaces) leads us to 

develop a new typing approach that allows to describe the evolution of the 

*Without loss of generality, we consider only one way invocations. Indeed, invocations with 
return values can be modelled in terms of one way invocations. 
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type of an interface. This is the main contribution of COB which extends the 
ODP-CM type system defined in the ODP standard. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: section two is an in
formal introduction to COB, section three discusses the type language used 
in COB, section four deals with static semantics of COB while section five is 
devoted to the operational semantics. The safety property of well typed COB 
objects is presented in section six and in section seven we discuss related work 
and conclude. 

2 THE COB CALCULUS 

The COB language is designed to describe object systems compliant with the 
ODP computational model. The objects run in parallel and each object can 
invoke the services offered by other objects. The services are made available 
at the interfaces of the objects. The syntax of a service offer is as follows: 

?u[m( .. . ) > Bt] (Ex-1) 

The behavior of this object is to wait for the message m on the interface tt and 
then process m as specified in B 1 . The invocation of service m at interface u 
is written: 

!u..m( ... ) > B2 (Ex-2) 

This is the invocation of the service m of the interface u. 
We will so distinguish between two roles for a given interface: 

e client role: an object that has the client role of an interface can invoke the 
services offered by this interface. 

• server role: an object that have the server role of an interface can accept 
messages (and thus it offers services) on this interface. 

For instance, the behavior expression of the example Ex-1 describes an object 
which has the client role on u whereas the one of example Ex-2 has the client 
role. An object can have both roles for the same interface. 

Another important characteristic of the interfaces is their mode: public or 
· private. A public interface is an open interface that offers its services to any 
other object who knows that interface. More than one object is allowed to 
know this interface. This means that the client role of a public interface can 
be given to any object without restriction. Since many objects can indepen
dently invoke the services available on a public interface these services must 
be uniform i.e. must not change over time. Thus it is possible to duplicate 
the server role of a public interface as long as we are sure that its services are 
uniform. On the other hand, the private interfaces are used by pairs of objects 
to interact in a private way without any possibility for other objects to disturb 
their "protocol" of interaction. So the services available on a private interface 
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may change depending only on the way the two partners want to interact. 
This privacy is ensured by forbidding the duplication of the roles of a. private 
interface. This does not mean that the private interfaces are static. An object 
can pass t.o another object the server role (respectively the client role) of a 
private interface, but, in this, case it does not possess the role anymore and 
thus will not be able to receive (respectively to emit) on this interface. 

An object can communicate to the other objects the roles of its interfaces 
by invoking their methods with the interface roles as arguments. For instance: 

!u.m(v') > B 

is the behavior of sending on u the client role of v to the receiver of the 
message. If v has been declared private, there can be no invocation of v in B. 
In the second case: !u.m(v?) > B 

we describe the behavior of sending the server role of v. In the same way, if v 
has been declared private, there can be no service offer on v in B. An object 
can also send both capacities: I? 

!u.m(v ·) > B 

When offering a service on a.n interface, an object must declare the type 
of the interfaces that it is expecting to receive. An interface type is a triplet 
(p., p, X), noted XP" where: 

• p. is the mode of the interface: public (noted D) or private (noted 6). 
• pis the role of the interface: client (noted!), server (noted?) or both (noted 

!?) . 
e X is the behavior type of the interface. It describes the succession of mes

sages that can be handled by the interface. 

Thus, a service offer can be written: ?u[m( w: XP") > B] 
Let us now consider the behavior of a configuration of objects that contain 

a client and a server ready to interact on the same interface: 

Receiver 

I 1.0. 
!u.m(v·) > B1 I ?u[m(w:X ) > B2] ---------Emitter 

This configuration can evolve to a new one by passing the client role of the 
private interface v on u. The new behavior expression is thus: 

in this new configuration the emitter has passed to the receiver its capacity 
to emit on v and cannot use it anymore: B 1 should not contain actions of 
the form !v.m'( ... ). On the other hand, B 2 has now the capacity to invoke 
the services of v or to pass it to another object (in which case it looses this 
capacity). It is important to note that B2 cannot receive messages on v because 
it just received the client role and not the server role. In the case where v is 
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a public interface, the emitter can still invoke the methods of v after passing 
to the receiver the capability to emit on v. 

In COB the behavior of objects can be named. This is achieved by the 
following declaration: 

An object can then be instantiated by providing the actual parameters. 
The object creation is another feature of COB. It is different from the object 
instantiation in the sense that, in a creation, the creator object has its proper 
continuation that runs in parallel with the created object. For instance, the 
expression: 

create A[w1 7 , w2!] > B 

evolves to a new one where A and B run in parallel: 

B has now lost the capacity to emit on w2 because it has been passed to A. 
But it still has the capacity to receive on w 1 because w 1 is public. 

An object can create a new interface at any time as follows: 

new u:X"' in B 

the behavior of this expression is to first create a new interface u (having 
mode J.l and behaving according to the behavior type X) and then to behave 
like B. A newly created interface has both roles (client and server). 
In all the examples we presented until now only one message was handled by 
reception actions. In the general case, more that one service may be available 
on an interface and a reception action is written: 

Finally, it is possible for an object to offer services on more that one interface 
at the same time. This is written : 

?ul[ ... ] + .. . +?un[· . . ) 

3 THETYPELANGUAGE 

In our approach a behavior type describes the succession of messages that 
can be processed by an interface. Behavior types are dynamic: at a given 
state, a behavior type specifies the set of messages than can be handled by 
the interface and for each message the continuation state. For example, the 
interface of a one place buffer can be described by a two-state type. In the 
initial state it handles put messages and evolves to a state where it handles 
get messages. 
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I 
Del 

B 

a 

Recep 

c 

Terminals 
A 
1L 

X 
1n, 1111, ... , 11111 

p 
J.l 

u :_.yr'' 

A[i] = B 

a> B I iE1Recep; I A[u"JI new I in B I 0 

!u.m(iJP) I create A[u"] 
?u[m1(f!) = B1, ... , mn(in) = Bn] 

B I CIC I new I in C 

Meaning 
behavior name 
interface names 
interface behavior type 
method names 
interface role 
interface mode 

Table 1 Summary of the COB Syntax 

3.1 Syntax 

Let Meth be a set of method (or message) names ranged over m,m',m;, .. ·. 
and TVa1· a set of behavior type variable names ranged over x, x', Xi, ... , 

y, ... , z, . . . We build the set /Types of interface behavior types ranged over 
by X, ... , Y, ... , Z, ... as follows: an interface behavior type is a pair, noted 
E 1> x, where x is a type variable and E a finite collection of equations of 
the form x; = e; where each Xi is a type variable that appears once in the 
left-hand side of an equation and e; is an expression of the form (.X; denotes 

fi "t l" t· 1 2 )· a. l1l e lS . X; , X;, . . . . 
n e ::= .~ mi(x;); x; 

•=1 

The empty summation (n = 0) denotes the type constant c. 
Here are some examples of type definitions: 

• { x = c} 1> x is the type of an interface that does not expect to handle any 
message. 

• an interface type of a one position buffer that can handle indefinitely the 
message put followed by the message get is : 
{ x = put(z); y, y = get(); x} 1> x, for some type variable z. 

• an interface type of a boolean object is: 

{Boo[ not(); Boo/ 

+ and(Bool); Boot 

+ or(Bool); Boo/} 1> Boo/ 
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this type handles, at any time, one of the three methods: not (with no 
arguments), or and and (with one argument of type Boo/). After accepting 
one such method, the type of an interface of type Boo/ is again Boo/. 

In our model we consider only deterministic types, i.e., if there is a choice 
between two messages of a behavior type expression, the names of the mes
sages must be different. More precisely, for every type equation of the form 

n 
.~ m;(x;); x~, we have m; -:f mi for every pair, (i, j), of distinct indices. 
•=1 

3.2 Type behavior 

Since we want to deal with non-uniform service availability, we have to specify 
how types evolve. A type evolves by performing type actions. A type action 
is a method signature: m(X1 , ... , Xn)· After performing an action a type 
behaves as another type as shown in the following rule. 

n 
(.x = ~ m·(x·)· x~) E E 

i=l I I ' I __ __;:,:=------- 1 ~ j ~ n 
E mi(EDoij) E 1 

t>X t>Xj 

The notation mi ( E t> xi) denotes the type action mi ( E t> x J, E t> x], ... ) . 

We define Succ(X) as the set of all the types that X can evolve to in one 
step: 

Definition 1 Sttcc(X) = {Y E !Types, 3m, X such that X ~ Y} 

3.3 Behavior types equality 

Bisimulation is a behavioral equality relation over interface behavior types. 
Two interface behavior types are bisimilar if they can perform the same 
set of action types and for each action the resulting types are bisimilar. 
This definition is very close to the definition of process bisimulation in CCS 
(see [Milner, 1989]). The principal difference is that in our case the actions 
need to be bisimilar too. 

Definition 2 {Bisimulation} 
A binary relation j3 over types is a bisimulation if (X, Y) E j3 implies: 

i} X~ X'=> 3Y', Y I Y ~ Y' and (X', Y') E {3, 'Vi (Y;,X;) E j3 

ii) Y ~ Y' => 3X',X I X~ X' and (X', Y') E {3, 'Vi (X;, Y;) E j3 
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Proposition 1 A bisimulation relation is an equivalence relation. 

The type equality is then defined, as for CCS, using the bisimulation relation. 

Definition 3 (Type equivalence) 
Two types X, Y are equivalent, noted X "" Y, iff (X, Y) E {3 for some bisim
ulation {3. 

Definition 4 
Let :F be the function over binary relations ove1· types defined as follows: 
(X, Y) E :F('R) iff 

i} X ~ X' => 3Y', Y I Y ~ Y' and X' 'R Y', Vi X; 'R Y; 

ii} Y ~ Y' => 3X', X I X ~ X' and X' 'R Y', Vi Y; 'R X; 

Proposition 2 
• :F is monotonic: 'R1 ~ 'R2 => :F('Rt) ~ :F('R2) 
e {3 is a bisimulation iff {3 ~ :F(f3) 

Theorem 1 The type equivalence relation ("") is the largest fixed-point of :F 

3.4 Compatibility 

Informally, a type X is said to be compatible with a type Y if a client of type 
X can interact safely with a server of type Y. So if X can perform an action, 
Y will be able to perform this action too. 
Definition 5 {Compatibility relation) 
A binary relation, C, over types is a compatibility relation if (X, Y) E C im-

plies: X~ X'=> 3Y', Y I Y ~ Y' and (X', Y') E C, Vi (Y;,X;) E C 
Note how, in the previous definition, the types X; andY; are contravariant. 

Definition 6 {Behavior type compatibility) 
A behavior type X is compatible with a behavior type Y, noted X L Y, iff 

(X, Y) E C for some compatibility relation C 

We are not interested here by the algorithmic concerns, but it is easy to see 
that the type equivalence ("") as well as type compatibility are computable. 
This is due to the fact that the number of variable names (and so of possible 
types) is finite for a particular program text. 
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4 STATIC SEMANTICS 

4.1 Introduction 

As seen in section 2, an interface type is a triplet (J-L, c, X), noted xc" where 

• J-l is the mode of the interface: public (D) or private (.0.). 
• cis the set of capacities of the interface: c ~ {!, ?} 
e X is the behavior type of the interface. 

The meta-variables T, T', ... , T;, ... will range over interface types. A context 
r is a set of bindings of the form: X : T or A : (Tl, ... 'Tn)· The static 
semantics is given using the judgments given in table 2. 

judgment 
r 1-- u: T 

meaning 
in the context r, the interface u has type T 

r 1-- A : (T1 , ... , Tn) 
r 1-- B 

in the context r, the object A has type (T1 , ... , Tn) 
in the context r, the behavior B is well typed 

r 1-- c 
r 1-- D => r' 

in the context r' the configuration c is well typed 
in the context r, the declaration D yields context f' 

Table 2 Judgments of the typing rules 

The context extension, noted f, u: T, is defined such that f, u: T 1-- u: T. 
In order to formalize the notion of interface role passing we need a partial 

function, 8, which substracts a role, i.e., an element of { !, ? } , from an 
interface type. For an interface type T = (J-L, c, X), T 8 1' is defined when 
1· E c. 8 is given by: 

(6, c, X) 8 {!} 

(.0., c, X) 8 {?} 

(D, c, X) 8 {!} 
(D, c, X) 8 {?} 

(.0., c \ {!}, X) 

(.0., c \ {?}, X) 

(D, c, X) 

(D, c, X) 

Passing any of the capacities of a public interface does not change the role 
of this interface, but we have to check anyway that the interface already had 
this role. The definition of 8 is quite intuitive, but in our typing rules we are 
also going to use the opposite of this function : the tB function defined by: 

T EB c = T' , where T' 8 c = T 

We extend EB to contexts as follows: 

• (f,u:T) EB u! denotes the context r, u:(TEB {!}) 
e (f, u: T) EB u? denotes the context f, u: (T EB {?}) 
e (f,u:T) EB u!? denotes the context f, u:(TEB{!}EB{?}) 
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4.2 Subtyping 

We define a subtyping relation over interface types, noted :S, based on the 
behavior types compatibility (see definition in section 3.4). For the sake of 
simplifying the presentation, we deal with a subset of COB where only client 
roles can be sent along with method invocation. However, the subtyping re
lation can be easily extended to the whole COB calculus. 

Definition 7 Interface Subtyping 
An interface type xl c1 "

1 is a subtype of x2c2 "
2 if Ill = J.l2, C2 ~ C! and 

i) c2 = {!} ::::} x1 ~ x2 
ii) c2 = {?}::::} X2 L x1 

iii) C:J = {!,?}::::}X....., y 

This subtyping relation allows more flexibility in the language. It allows 
formal interfaces to be instantiated by actual interfaces which types are sub
types of the declared types. This relation ensures that the declared type of 
the client role of an interface will always be compatible with the declared type 
of its corresponding server role. 

4.3 Typing Rules 

The basic idea underlying our typing rules is to guaranty that each object use 
the interfaces in a way compatible with their declared behavior type. Our rules 
ensure also that there is no duplication of the roles of the private interfaces. 

r r- B , r r- u: y'" 
r L - c 1'1 r L X c l'n 

r V1 : .)( 1 1 , • • • , r Vn : n n 

X m(X1,··· ,Xn). y f -p d fi d • , EB v e ne 
r X'" -p L I ( -p) B ,u: .. · EBv r.u.mv > 

This rule could be read like this: If !u.m(ii) > B is well-typed in a context 
where u has the client role of an interface of type X and where the interfaces 
v; have the capacities {pi} then B is well-typed in a context where the type of 
u has evolved to Y and where the capacities interfaces v; have been updated. 

-~1 -~n 
f,u:X?" r ?u[m1(ii1:X1 1 ) = Bl···mn(iin:Xnn ) = Bn] 

In this rule it is important that Succ(X) = {Y1 , ... , Yn}· This ensures that 
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all the messages that can be processed by an interface of type X are handled 
by the reception action. 

f,u:X'?" f- C 

r f- new u : x" Ill c 
A newly created interface has both roles: client and server. 

r f- Recep; ... r f- Recepn 
n 

r f- .:E Recep; 
1.=1 

The context is propagated as it is in all the branches of a choice. 

r r- (A [·u : .X r"] = B) ::::} r , r r- B 

r f- (4_[ - -\.-rill B) r- x-pji A (vpii) .J. 'U: ...:\. == => ' u: _,/ , : ../\_ 

The first condition is here to allow recursive definition. It ensures that the 
behavior B is typed in a context that already contains the bindings needed 
for the instantiation of A. 

r f- u: ,\"eli , r f- A: (T) , xcii -< t 
r r- A[u"J 

An interface having a subtype of another can replace it in an object instanti-
ation. 

- -ii - - -jl - -r f- B , r f- u: xc , r f- A: (T) , .xc ~ T , r EB uc defined 

rEB u" f- create A[u"J > B 

This is the same case as the precedent except that here we must be careful 
about how B is going to use the interfaces ii. 

f 1 f- C\, f 2 f- C'2 , f 1 EB f2 defined 

f1 EB f2 f- C'1IC'2 

Here again we must be sure that there is no duplication of the roles of a client 
interface. 

5 OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS 

We present the operational semantics of configurations in two steps. We first 
define a structural congruence relation and then we give a reduction relation 
that specifies how the configurations evolve. The COB language is statically 
typed so will omit all the information about types in out dynamic semantics. 
To distinguish between the interactions on public and private interfaces, the 
receiving and emitting actions will be labeled, respectively by, Dand 6.. 
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5.1 Structural Congruence 

The first structural rules state that the choice operator between receptions is 
commutative and associative: 

Recep1 + Recep2 = Recep2 + Recep1 

(Recep1 + Recep2) + Recep3 = Recep1 + (Recep2 + Recep3) 

The parallel operator is also commutative and associative and 0 is its neutral 
element: 

The order of the introduction of the interfaces in meaningless: 

new u 1 in (new u2 in C)= new u2 in (new u1 in C) 

The two last rules are the pi-calculus scope extrusion and the alpha-conversion: 

(new u in Cl) I c2 =new 'tl in (Ct I C2) if u is not free in c2 

new u in C 1 =new v in C2 if Ct[wju] = C2 [wjv] for some interface name w 

5.2 Reduction Rules 

We define now the reduction rules that specify how a configuration can evolve 
by making a single and atomic step. The evolution of configurations may 
generate messages. The syntax of a message is similar to the syntax of the 
method invocation except that the message has no continuation. To avoid any 
ambiguity messages will be written between brackets: [!u.m(v)] 

The reduction relation is defined by the following rules: 

?.6.u[m(u) > B + Em;(u;) > B;] I !.6.u.m(v) > B'----+ B[vju]l B' 

The synchronization on a private interface is by rendez-vous. 

!0 u.m(v) > B----+ B I [!u.m(v)] 
The invocation of a public interface generates a message ([! 0 u.m(v)]) whose 
behavior is to synchronize with this interface. 

?0 u[m(i1) > B + Em;(u;) > B;] 1 [!u.m(v)]----+ B[vju] 
A message is absorbed by the appropriate (public) interface and then vanishes. 

c I C1 ----+ c I q 
This rule states that if a subconfiguration can evolve to a new one then the 
whole configuration can evolve too. 
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C-:C' 

new u in C -----+ new u in C' 
The reduction rule concerning the interface creation operator (equivalent to 
the restriction operator of the pi-calculus) is straightforward. In a labeled
transition semantics it would have been more complicated. 

c1 = q _____. q = c2 
c1 _____. c2 

This rule states that configurations that are equivalent (according to =:) be
have equally. 

5.3 Run-time safety 

The static and dynamic semantics we have defined ensure the the run-time 
safety of well-typed COB programs. The executions of the COB programs are 
free of "non-specified service" errors. We formally define run-time errors using 
the following rules: 

m f. m;, Vi 
?LI.u[l:m;(ui) > B;] I !LI.u.m(v) > B'-----+ error 

A configuration where the server on a private interface cannot accept a mes
sage m while the client of this interface is trying to invoke this service reduces 
to error. 

kf.l 
?LI.v.[m(u 1 , ... ,uk) > B + l:m;(u;) > B;]l !LI.u.m(v1 , ... ,v1) > B'-----+ error 

Similarly, a configuration where the server is ready to process the message m, 
but where there is a parameters number mismatch reduces to error. 

m f. m;, Vi 

?0 u[l:m;(u;) > B;]l [! 0 u.m(v)]-----+ error 

A configuration where a message addressed to a public interface cannot be 
processed reduces to error. 

kf.l 
?0 u[m(u 1 , ... , uk) > B + l:m;(u;) > B;]l [!u.m(v1 , ... , v1) > B']-----+ error 

As for in the private interface case, a configuration where there is a parameters 
number mismatch reduces to e1·ror. 
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If a subconfiguration reduces to ermr the entire configuration does so. 

Before presenting our main result, let us introduce the properties of COB 
configurations that will help us the prove our run-time safety theorem. 

Lemma 1 In a well-typed configuration, only one object can be client on a 
p1·ivate interface and symmetrically only one object can hold the se1·ver mle 
fo7' a private inte1jace. 

Outline of the proof: this follows directly from the use of the tfJ function 
in the typing rule of the parallel composition. 

The second lemma states that a well-typed configuration always reduces to 
another well-typed configuration. 

Lemma 2 If r 1- C and C --+ C' then there exits a typing context f' such 
that r' 1- C' 

Outline of the proof: the proof is by induction on the structure of C and 
the length of SOS rules used in the reduction. 

Our main theorem states that a well-typed configuration never reduces to 
erro1·. 

Theorem 2 
f 1- C' => C' + e7TOr 

Outline of the proof: this follows immediately from the preceding lemma. 
In well-typed configurations all the instances of an interface have the same 
behavior type and thus can handle the same messages. 

G CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORK 

We defined a language compliant with the ODP computational model. COB 
extends the ODP type system by introducing the notion of private interface. 
We also allow the services on a private interface to be non-uniform and in spite 
of this the COB typing system guarantees the absence of run-time errors. This 
typing system can be adapted to a wide variety of languages that have the 
same communication paradigm. 

Type systems for concurrent object oriented languages is an active re
search topic. Many authors have tackled this issue in the realm of the actors 
[Agha et al., 1993] and the 7!"-calculus [Milner et al., 1992] paradigms. Con
cerning the latter, a wide variety of typing systems has been proposed that deal 
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the problem of channel typing. The simplest one [Milner, 1992] just checks the 
arity of the channels. This type system has been extended such that it can han
clle polymorphism and type inference [Gay, 1993, Vasconcelos-Handa, 1993, 
Turner, 1995] and subtyping [Pierce et al., 1995, Pierce et al., 1995]. All these 
typing systems do not handle dynamic service behavior. 

The importance of distinguishing public from private interfaces have been 
identified by [Nierstrasz, 1995], but, however, without given it a formal treat
ment. [Nierstrasz, 1995].has also introduced the concept of non-uniform ser
vice availability and has used traces to specify the constraints on the ordering 
of the messages that can be handled by a channel (an interface). Our work 
extends [Nierstrasz, 1995] in two ways: by formally introducing the concept 
of privacy of interfaces and by allowing message types to include parameter 
types. 

The work reported in [Puntigam, 1996] is close to the one discussed in 
the present paper: the author provides a typing system which handles the 
dynamic behavior of concurrent configurations of actors. In contrast with 
[Puntigam, 1996] where the type language is based on traces (where the pos
sibility of having recursion and non terminating behavior are not treated 
thoroughly), in COB, we explicitly deal with recursive types, both in the 
type language and the type system. We also use the private/public qualifier 
for interfaces which, we believe, greatly simplifies the type system and the 
operational semantics. 

Takeuchi and al. [Takeuchi et al., 1994] define a typed process calculus 
called £ with the notion of session: "a semantically atomic chain of com
munication actions" between two processes. In COB a session is represented 
by a communication between two objects using a private interface. But un
like COB, the session channels are static and the roles of the partners of a 
session cannot be passed. In COB, a object can pass its client or server role 
of a private interface and so delegate to another object the continuation of a 
"session". 

The technical treatment of the contexts in the static semantic of COB has 
been inspired from [Kobayashi et al., 1995]. In this version of the 11'-calculus 
the authors use the linear capabilities of some special channel to ensure that 
there are used (at most) once. We use a similar mechanism to ensure that 
there is no duplication of the roles of private interfaces. ''Linear channels" 
as defined in [Kobayashi et al., 1995] can be defined very simply in COB 
(linem· = m( ... );t:). 
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